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Exercise 1

The trigger which leads to a default event occurring at a random time τ is said to be memoryless if for
every times 0 < T1 < T2 it holds

P (τ > T2|τ > T1) = P (τ > T2 − T1), (1)

i.e.,
P (τ > T2) = P (τ > T1)P (τ > T2 − T1).

Prove that the exponential distribution satisfies (1), and that conversely, if the trigger is memoryless then
the default event is given by an exponential distribution, i.e.

P (τ > T ) = exp(−λT ),

with λ := − ∂
∂t
lnP (τ > t)|t=0.

Exercise 2

Write a class ExponentialRandomVariable, for a random variable with exponential distribution. This
class must of course have a parameter lambda which represents the intensity, and must implement a
method double generate(), which returns one realization ri of an exponentially distributed random
variable with intensity λ by inversion sampling:

ri = − 1

λ
log(1− ui), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

where n is the number of realizations and ui is a realization of a random variable uniformly distributed
in [0, 1].

Exercise 3

Use the class ExponentialRandomVariable of the previous exercise to perform the Monte-Carlo compu-
tation of the value of a defaultable bond at a given time, when the time of default is given by a random
variable with exponential distribution with intensity λ.

In particular, write a class DefaultableBonds which has a field DiscountCurve

nonDefaultableDiscountFactors, standing for the curve of non defaultable bonds, a field lambda

representing the intensity of the distribution and implementing the following methods:

• simulateDefaultableDiscountFactor(double time), returning a RandomVariable object, who-
se realizations are given by nonDefaultablediscountFactors.getDiscountFactor(time) when
the default happens after time time and 0 otherwise;

• calculateDefaultableDiscountFactor (double time), returning a double which is the Monte-
Carlo value (at time 0) of the defaultable bond with maturity time (for this you can simply compute
the average of the RandomVariable object returned by the first method);

• calculateSpreadOnForwardRate (double firstTime, double secondTime), returning a
double which is the spread on the forward rate. For this you can call twice the previous method
and then compute the two forwards (defaultable and not defaultable) and the spread;

• optional: a method which computes all the curve of defaultable bonds, and return it as a
DiscountCurve object: in order to do that, you would have to look at the Finmath library in
order to see how to build a new DiscountCurve.



Write a Junit test class verifying that the Monte-Carlo values you get for some given maturities Ti,
i = 1, . . . , 20, Ti − Ti−1 = 0.5 for all i = 2, . . . , 20, are equal (up to a given tolerance) to the analytic
values P (Ti; 0)e−λTi .

In order to get the non defaultable zero coupon curve that you have to pass to the constructor of
DefaultableBonds, do the following:

• double[] fixingForForwards = { 0.5, 1.0, 10 };

• double[] forwardsForCurve = { 0.05, 0.05, 0.05};

• ForwardCurve forwardCurve = ForwardCurveInterpolation.createForwardCurveFromForwards(

forwardCurve",fixingForForwards,forwardsForCurve,periodLength), where
periodLength=0.5;

• DiscountCurve discountCurve = new DiscountCurveFromForwardCurve(forwardCurve)


